GREEK (GREE)

100 Level Courses

GREE 150: Classical Greek I. 3 credits.
Addresses linguistic, semantic, and cultural aspects. Covers basic
structure and vocabulary, its place among other world languages and
its unique role in development of modern thought. Notes: Lectures,
discussions supplemented by web-posted material. Offered by Modern &
Classical Languages. Limited to three attempts.

Schedule Type: Lecture

Grading:
This course is graded on the Undergraduate Regular scale.

GREE 160: Classical Greek II. 3 credits.
Expands proficiency, refines grasp of morphology and syntax, and fosters
greater command of vocabulary. Introduces selected original passages
from Greek classical authors. Notes: Lectures, discussions supplemented
by web-posted material. Offered by Modern & Classical Languages.
Limited to three attempts.

Recommended Prerequisite: GREE 150 or permission of instructor.

Schedule Type: Lecture

Grading:
This course is graded on the Undergraduate Regular scale.